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Paradise Supplies B.V. is a producer 
of a hookah product tobacco in the 
Netherlands. Al though this product 
does not contain any tobacco. 
Instead of tobacco mineral stones 
are used in this product. The ingre-
dients are all USP grade. Further this 
product contains a molasses mix
developed by Paradise Supplies B.V., 
mineral stones and flavours. 

Paradise Steam Stones has been 
created through collaboration of 
several hookah (shisha) Lounge 
owners. 
This product is made in Holland and 
meets the highest quality and the 
European requirements. 
The goal was to make a produc that 
is unique. 
A product that could match or be 
even better than traditional tobacco, 
except for the disadvantages of the 
traditional tobacco. 

Today, we can proudly say that 
together we have been able to 
create and produce a product, that 

not only complies with traditional 
tobacco, but also has other unique 
features relative to other products 
on the market. 

Paradise Supplies B.V. has introduced 
16 flavours so far, with and without 
nicotine. These product can be used 
in a smoke free environment (where 
normal tobacco cannot be used). 
So all kind of places like pub, club or 
hookah lounge. 
We have a written confirmation from 
this given by Dutch health authori-
ties. 

We also have a BTI (binding tariff 
ruling) from Dutch customs after 
several analyses of our product in 
there government laboratories.
The flavours are tasting natural, 
exciting, fresh, fruity, sweet, exotic 
and so on....

Try them separately or mix them 
together and make your own unique 
flavour. Either way you will be 
surprised. 



AMAZING - PEACH FREEZE
The Amazing flavour will definitely amaze you by its fruity and fresh 
character. It contains a fruity and fresh peach flavour and an amazing 
coldness of menthol. 

ORANGE - SUNSET
The Sunset flavour got its name because of its nice and natural orange 
colour. It’s made by juicy oranges and the freshness comes from the 
orange peels. 

COCONUT KISS - PINA COLADA
The coconut kiss flavour has a mix taste of fresh pineapples and exotic taste 
of coconut. It’s a creamy and sweet mixture, which will definitely surprise 
you.

TWISTED - TWO APPLE  
The twisted flavour has a bizarre character of juicy apples and an 
incredible and crazy touch of anise. 

BREEZE - FRESH MINT
The breeze flavour will give a frosty and fresh taste of mint leaves. 

SOUR BITE- - MOJITO 
Sour bite has a nice sour and sweet taste. It gets its taste from the fresh mint 
leaves squeezed together with fresh and juicy limes. 

MOONSHINE - HONEY MELON FREEZE
The Moonshine has an extraordinary taste of a sweet honey melon and a 
nice touch of menthol. It will give you a sweet and cold experience. 

CLIMAX - WATERMELON 
The climax flavour has an intense and exciting taste. It has the taste of a 
fresh and juicy watermelon. 

Our Flavors
We provide steamstones in 
a wide variety of flavors



TROPICAL BLAST - TUTTI FRUTTI FREEZE 
Catch a wave of freshness, straight from the exotic world of fruits. 
The tropical blast flavour will surprise you, with its fully fresh and fruity taste 
with a nice touch of menthol. 

BLACK KISSES - BLACKBERRY
Black kisses has a nice and fresh taste of fruity blackberries. It will give you 
an incredibly sweet and fruity taste though. 

AMIGO - BLUEBERRY
Amigo flavours has a cool and a fresh taste of blueberries. 
It will get you a extremely fresh and natural taste of blueberries. 

SWEET DOPE - COLA CANDY
Everyone knows the taste of the famous cola candy. You’re having the 
surprising taste of it with this sweet dope flavour. It’s a sweet cola candy 
taste with a touch of a few spices which will amaze you for real.

DUM GUM - GUM MINT
A total of freshness comes together with the dum gum flavour. 
It has a real fresh taste of the old fashion Gum and the minty taste from mint 
leaves. You will be freshly amazed by the taste.
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How to Set Up a Hookah

Clean the hookah. 
Wash the hookah with water and a soft brush before using it for the first time, and 
whenever it gets dirty. Disconnect all parts first, and wash every one except the 
hoses; assume these are not water-safe unless labeled otherwise. 
Wipe it dry with a towel and leave it to air dry before you continue.
•   Cleaning after every session is ideal, but definitely clean whenever you see residue
    on the vase, or when the smoke doesn’t taste right.
•   A long, thin brush helps you reach inside long parts. You might find good brushes 
    at stores that sell hookahs.

Pour cold water into the vase. 
This is the large glass container at the base of the hookah. 
Fill it enough to cover 1 inch (2.5 cm) of the metal stem, or slightly more. Leaving space 
for air is important to dilute the smoke and make it easy to draw on the hose. 
If you have a mini hookah, you may only be able to cover ½ inch (1.25cm) of the stem to 
leave room for air and avoid soaking the hoses.
•   The stem is the metal tip at the bottom of the central hookah shaft. 
    Slot the shaft on top of the vase to see how far down the stem goes.
•   The water doesn’t filter out nicotine and other chemicals nearly as much as
    most smokers believe. Adding more water won’t make the hookah safer.

Add ice (optional). 
Although hookah smoke, properly drawn, is not harsh at all, a nice cool 
temperature will make it even more pleasurable. You may need to pour out some of the 
water to adjust it to the correct level, as described above.

Insert the hookah shaft into the glass base. 
Lower the shaft into the base, so the stem enters the water. There should be a silicone or 
rubber piece that fits around the top of the base to make it airtight. If the fit isn’t airtight, 
the smoke will be thin and difficult to pull.
•   If the rubber piece won’t fit, wet it with a little water or adrop of dish soap.

Connect the hoses. 
The hoses slot into holes on the side of the shaft. Just like the base, these holes should 
be airtight fits. Some hookahs seal the hole if there is no hose attached. 
On other models, you’ll need to attach all the hoses even if you’re smoking alone.
•   Double check your water levels before connecting. If the water levels are
    too near your hose connections, the water could ruin your hoses.

Check the air flow. 
Place your hand on top of the hookah stem to block air from entering the hookah. 
Try to inhale through a hose. If you can get any air, one of the connections is not 
airtight. Check them all for tight fits and rubber or silicone seals.
•   If you’re missing a seal, look for “hookah grommets” to find a replacement. 
    Tightly wrapped athletic tape can make a temporarily, mostly airtight seal.
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Position the metal tray 
on top of the hookah shaft. 
This tray catches hot embers and excess 
tobacco if and when they fall.

Stir the shisha. 
Shisha is just tobacco packed in liquids that add flavor 
and thick smoke. These liquids tend to settle to the 
bottom, so give it a quick stir to spread them around.
•   For your first time smoking a hookah, 
    consider using tobacco-free hookah molasses
    to practice the setup. 
•   Shisha comes in many different flavors,
    which significantly change the
    experience.

Cover with heavy-duty foil or screen.
Lay a piece of heavy-duty foil or screen over the bowl, 
stretching it taut. Crimp it around the edges to secure.
•   If you only have standard duty foil, use two layers.
•   Place the bowl on top of the hookah shaft. 
This should fit securely into another rubber piece, for an airtight fit.

Light two or three coals. 
There are two types of coals used for hookah.
Follow these instructions depending on which one you have:
•   Quick light coals: Hold with tongs over a nonflammable area. Light with a lighter or
    match until it stops smoking, then wait 10–30 seconds until covered in light gray
    ash and glowing orange. These are convenient, but give a worse, shorter smoke.
    Some people even get headaches from smoking them.

Inhale. Once the bowl is warm — or right away, if you’re impatient — inhale through 
one of the hoses. Your breath pulls air past the coals, causing them to heat up. 
If you pull too hard, the air will get hot enough to char the shisha, and you’ll cough on a 
lungful of bad-tasting smoke. Pull with short, normal breaths. 
Smoke at a relaxed rate, pausing to give the shisha time to cool down.
•   If no smoke appears in the vase, inhale in a series of short, sharp puffs to 
    light the tobacco.
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Break up the shisha and place it in the bowl. 
Fluff up pieces of shisha and drop them in the bowl. Press lightly down to make a 
flat layer without compacting the tobacco. It should stay fairly loose so air can
easily flow through it. Fill the bowl nearly to the top, but leave at least
2mm (3/32 inches) of space above the tobacco so it doesn’t burn.

Transfer the coals to the foil or screen. 
Place the coals evenly ringing the edge of the foil or screen, or even slightly overhanging the edge. 
A common mistake is to pile the coals in the center, which can easily char the shisha and create harsh, short-lived smoke.
•   Many smokers prefer to let the shisha warm up for 3–5 minutes before they start smoking. 
    This lets you smoke with gentle breaths, enhancing the flavor.
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IMPORTANT:
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to avoid burns



Contact us:

PARADISE SUPPLIES BV
EDISONSTRAAT 76 6902PK ZEVENAAR

T  +31 850 653 265
W  www.paradisesteamstones.com
E   info@paradisesteamstones.com

Quality product of 
Holland

The incomparable
special taste of Paradise




